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It’s Hot to Be a Woman in Tech: Your Google Calendar doesn’t care. “I had a meetup
scheduled two days in a row. I didn’t realize it was on Monday. Saturday I left for the
West Coast and by the time I returned to the office, it was scheduled for Monday
again.” I stand on the stage in front of me, my mouth slightly agape, my voice
trembling. The audience’s faces have a mixture of sympathy and pity. It’s the
audience of professional women. While I know quite a few of them personally, they’re
not very close with most of them. It takes a few seconds for the roar of the audience
to die down and I feel my feet begin to slip out from under me. What am I supposed to
say? I look out at the sea of skeptical, judgmental, pitying faces. I am a disaster about
to happen. “I have trouble setting up recurring meetings with people. I keep trying to
add them and they keep resetting.” “Oh God.” I hear a groan from the audience. I
think it’s me. In the tech world, there are a few generally accepted women’s issues:
you’ll inevitably be held responsible for your computer screwing up; you’ll be subject
to the male gaze; you’ll never get asked out in a million years; and—most of all—you’ll
spend years having to prove yourself to be “real” enough, “acceptable,” “good
enough,” and “a real human.” The real human women in the tech world have already
figured out that they don’t actually have to care about any of that stuff. Because, to
be honest, at the end of the day, in the real world, no one cares what your email does
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or what your password is. They want you to keep them on the calendar for the next
time they need to schedule a meeting. Social network platforms like Google and
Facebook are mostly run by guys. So what are you supposed to do when your
computer crashes and you find out that your password is “password”? You use
“facebook” on your Google calendar. “But,” you might
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drama film directed by Nikhat Kazmi, starring Aamir Khan and Kajol. The film was cowritten, co-produced and co-edited by Rakesh Roshan and Nikhat Kazmi, and
cinematography was done by Khursheed Shah. The music was composed by A.R.
Rahman. Fanaa was released in India on 13 August 2006, receiving mixed reviews and
average commercial success. It was India's highest-grossing film in that year with over
1.4 billion[29] as of 30 December 2006 and became the highest-grossing film in India.
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